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IN THIS ISSUE:
 Launch Of TLM
Corona In
Bangladesh
 CEO Greetings For
Ramadan And EidUl-Fitr
 AMFCO “Gold
Certified Partner”
With Acumatica

AMFCO Group of Companies jointly with
SmartStream is planning to launch TLM
Corona in Bangladesh
A Mega Event Is Being Planned To Launch TLM Corona (Transaction Lifecycle
Management ®) (A Product of SmartStream) In Bangladesh to the Leading Banks of
the Country.

CEO Greetings
AMFCO Group of Companies’ CEO would like to
extend his personal greetings on the joyous and pious
occasion of Ramadan Kareem and Eid-ul-Fitr.
He says “I am delighted to send greetings to all

 Iftar Party

those who have been fasting and looking
forward to celebrate Eid-ul-Fitr”.

 Interns Corner

Warm Regards.

IFTAR PARTY AT A GLANCE
AMFCO “GOLD CERTIFIED
PARTNER” &
ACUMATICA

AMFCO being a Gold Partner
of Acumatica provide and
build flexible ERP software
solutions with your business
in mind.

.

www.amfco.net

INTERNS CORNER
Noreen Fatima
I have been an intern at AMFCO International for
the last three months. It was the first
opportunity for me to know what it is like to
work in an office environment. It was a chance
for me to improve my interpersonal skills and I
did it. The most challenging part of my
internship was to adjust in a completely new
environment but it didn’t take much time
because AMFCO’s environment is very
welcoming, they guide me at every step of
learning. It was a wonderful opportunity for me
to get real world experience and to make
connections with professionals in my field of
interest.
Ameer Ali
I am Ameer Ali Rajput. I am a Student of B.COM.
I haven’t experienced the professional
environment before, AMFCO gave me the
opportunity where I analyzed the professional
environment, utilized my skills and abilities, and
polished myself. I am glad that now I am able to
apply in any organization.

Fahad Kamal Ilyas
My name is Fahad Kamal Ilyas; I have recently
finished my BBA (Hons.) from Indus University.
It has always been my dream to be the Head of
Accountant or to become an Auditor in a
multinational firm and this is the reason why I
opted for an internship at AMFCO. AMFCO
taught me how to behave in a professional
environment, how it operates in different
situations and most importantly how its
financial activities are being carried out.
It has been a great experience working
here. AMFCO’s staff is highly qualified, they are
not just skilled professionals but also very
supportive and friendly.
Furqan Hussain
My name is Furqan Hussain and I am doing
MBA from Karachi University. It is my first
experience of internship and AMFCO provided
me with such professional environment where I
learnt business ethics. Our seniors share their
experiences with us and help us in learning how
a company does its financial operations and
maintains its records.
Muhammad Wasiq Khan
I am an intern at AMFCO in its Marketing
Department. It was a very good experience
working here with its professionals. I learned a
lot about marketing strategies and tactics by
being here. My seniors taught me business
ethics and helped me a lot in my work assigned.
They have always been very cooperative and
friendly.
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